
THE 1950S CAN BE SEEN AS

The s was a decade of the Gregorian calendar that began on January 1, , and ended .. Short hair was very popular for
young women in the s as can be seen in this photograph taken in The s saw the birth of the.

Advertisers' control over TV programming eventually led to claims of fraud. Popular TV cowboys stepped out
of character to pitch breakfast cereals and other youth-oriented products. Oh, "we should talk it out openly and
honestly," you say? Ajax Cleanser's pixies and marching spark plugs and sausages appeared in early '50s ads.
Ghana was hitherto referred to as Gold Coast, a colony of the British Empire. Most of the damage was
centered in the Nagoya area. Remember your most important job is to build up and maintain his ego which
gets bruised plenty in business. But youth gangs had been around for generations. While the top Soviet leaders
even considered withdrawing from Hungary entirely, they soon crushed the Revolution with a massive second
invasion, killing thousands of Hungarians and sending hundreds of thousands more into exile. They were
hungry for some recognition of their generation, some validation, and when it came, they embraced it. He says
that ultimately, a wife will react to infidelity as her heart dictates. A sponsor could refuse to let a competing
auto manufacturer's car appear in a scene or allow an actor to smoke cigars if the sponsor sold cigarettes. A
man may stand that sort of thing nagging for a long time, but the chances are against his standing it
permanently. Or listen to the even more plain-spoken Dr. I didn't fit there for very long, but I could look out
the back and make a pulling motion to the big rig truck drivers, so they'd pull the levers to their horns.
Someone would ask what life was like back in the Dark Ages of my childhood, before there was air, dirt, and
water, and what I think of these fast times. And the color should be preferably pink. You have a zillion choices
in what to buy, but customer service sucks, things break practically as you un-box them, and American jobs
have disappeared. Now, people don't like talking to people. We were much older by the time we saw them,
and we had forgotten half the people in them. For another, the feel of the time has not only been forgotten but
also erased. One dress was a sort of quilted material, so it never needed ironing. An immunization vaccine is
produced for polio. A significant proportion of the adult generation disapproved of the values and lifestyle of
the teens, and were doing something about it, including setting new rules, restrictions and prohibitions.
Townes builds the Maser in at the Columbia University. French rule ended in Algeria in , Vietnam left French
Indo-china in  Rock'n'roll music was attacked on all fronts, with records banned and smashed. No wonder we
were exhausted in the 50's. However, that consensus was a fragile one, and it splintered for good during the
tumultuous s.


